Recipe for uncovering predictive genes using support vector machines based on model population analysis.
Selecting a small number of informative genes for microarray-based tumor classification is central to cancer prediction and treatment. Based on model population analysis, here we present a new approach, called Margin Influence Analysis (MIA), designed to work with support vector machines (SVM) for selecting informative genes. The rationale for performing margin influence analysis lies in the fact that the margin of support vector machines is an important factor which underlies the generalization performance of SVM models. Briefly, MIA could reveal genes which have statistically significant influence on the margin by using Mann-Whitney U test. The reason for using the Mann-Whitney U test rather than two-sample t test is that Mann-Whitney U test is a nonparametric test method without any distribution-related assumptions and is also a robust method. Using two publicly available cancerous microarray data sets, it is demonstrated that MIA could typically select a small number of margin-influencing genes and further achieves comparable classification accuracy compared to those reported in the literature. The distinguished features and outstanding performance may make MIA a good alternative for gene selection of high dimensional microarray data. (The source code in MATLAB with GNU General Public License Version 2.0 is freely available at http://code.google.com/p/mia2009/).